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Respectable
Consulate of Britain in HK
Consul General:
Dear Sir,
I am Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) / SGID 2665604D
Please transmit my letter to Prime Minister Mr. Gordon Brown in G20 summit, urgent! If the
fax data is blur, you can retrieve the data at the website address stated:
1. The letter sent to G20 summit leade had a total of 6 pages and the website address are:
http://www.ycec.net/lzm/090331.mth

or

http://www.ycec.net/lzm/090331.pdf

2. The above letter of Chinese(the original text) it was no to fax, but it could be to more clear
show original intention, if need, it could be download from the website address below:
http://www.ycec.net/lzm/090331-hk.mth

or

http://www.ycec.net/lzm/090331-hk.pdf

Thank you!

Respectfully yours
Zhen-man Lin

Hong Kong D188015(3)
Chinese manufacturer of Hong Kong meeting member

Apr. 01, 2009
Tel: 29013000
Fax: 2901-3204

am12:45

Remarks:
The website of this letter is at:
http://www.ycec.net/lzm/090331-GB.pdf
The website of before letter is at: http://www.ycec.net/lzm/080801.mht
http://www.ycec.net/lzm/080508-GB.pdf
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Respectable
Prime Minister of Britain
Mr. Gordon Brown
Dear Sir;
I learn that Your Excellency will be attending the G20 Summit this week in London, and
how to cope with the financial tsunami of once-in-a-century to have a common view with a good
recipe that will certainly draw the attention of the world and I hope that this document is truly worth
your attention and may it be used as a reference.
Before the commencement of G20 Summit meeting, the views of different national leaders
have been circulating through media:
1. The European leaders have suggested the need to re-form financial institution practices;
2. Chinese central bank chairman Mr. Zhou Xiao Chuan has proposed the creation of an ultra
sovereignty reserve currency to replace the existing United States Dollars for international
trading. The suggestion is well supported by Russia, India and Brazil.
3. President Obama replied that investors are still optimistic about the United States’
economy and at present US Dollars is exceptionally strong and stable. Thus Obama
dismissed the need to create an international reserve currency. President Obama also
emphasized that lowing medical healthcare cost can help to lower the national deficit.
4. The United Kingdom’s Bank of England (BOE) Chairman Mr. Mervyn King was saying
that, the bloating goal is necessary, and must realize the price stability.
5. European Central Bank (ECB) vice-president Mr. Lucas Papademos express also than the
more conventions measures to carry out, the quantification-easing of monetary policy it
may be a select of Central Bank, but it should be find out the difference of
quantification-easing between the relaxation of credit.
6. ….
Above is the subject of the 20-nation summit also perhaps not far from, the other leaders
of Europe was to express must be to rectify the financial order and Brazilian President Lula was
to express that 20-nation summit must be a result on 27/3/2009, otherwise, people would be hard
to believe that the future 20-nation summit, therefore, leaders of 20-nation summit must know
where is the disturbance of financial order, as follows the background case it was not to tolerate to
overlook:
a. If you do not forgetful, you should remember that I wrote in May 8, 2008 and August
2 two letters in Hong Kong through the consulate in your country give you by fax,
the two letters pointed out that the Chinese government intervened to interfere the
exchange rate of yen since 2004year and the interfere-cost is the key to touch off the
crisis of inferiority mortgage loan, the contents of the letters of the website can be
link to:
www.ycec.com/lzm/080508.mht or the main pages is www.ycec.com/lzm.htm
b. However, the foregoing case of Chinese government to interference yen since
2004year and my advise did not receive international attention. Because of the
sovereignty-fund of the Chinese government to assist the Hong Kong Monetary
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Authority to use the leveraged of big Margin trading to sell yen and buy currencies of
other countries to force the yen revaluation, the Japanese government has failed to
feel quite helpless and can only to see with one's eyes the yen revaluation to at the
90.88 on revaluation at once, the Chinese government's target at my Margin account
all the Deposit at 91.14 yen was clearing up to!
c. In virtue of the Renminbi (RMB) is a closed currency, so the Japanese government
can not to retaliate, Japan’s dignity was to suffer a challenge! Therefore, the yen
exchange rate was control by Chinese government until the first ten-day period of
February of 2009year, until the Japanese government announced that it would be
stationed a helicopter ship at Diaoyu-Islands, by thus opposition, so Chinese
government to give way to adjust the yen exchange rate between to 96-99.00 again to
haggle over prices with Prime Minister Mr.Taro Aso. At this time, Japan announced
export was to descend nearly half of 45.7% on the last third part of February of 2009,
in the news, Prime Minister Taro Aso was to be enraged and hand tremors very
critical, but the Japanese export industry was maximum sufferer just too.

I. About how to rectify the banking order
Prime Minister Taro Aso will attend the 20-nation summit, the case will be confirmed.
Chinese government interference the yen exchange rate it in the end how to impacting the
economic order?
First of all, the tide of interest arbitrage in 2007 is a lure of the inferiority mortgage loan
intensification, I believe that no one would object to such a definition. In Hong Kong, the inferiority
mortgage loan by financial companies affected by the small, but in the U.S., banks involved in the
transition to seed down for the crisis of the inferiority mortgage loan. At this moment, when the
Chinese government to intervene against the Japanese yen exchange rate it was to twist the
market-law by July of 2007year (¥ 119.0), and after, the yen's appreciation again and again to raise
the quota the inferiority mortgage loan of interest arbitrage, but also time and again to make the
early phases of the mortgage loan to stop pay out the funds, so the crisis of tinferiority mortgage
loan it was to lead to the bank’s bad account of the inferiority mortgage loan quick lift and to lead
Obama to use ten thousand and hundred million U.S. dollars for purchase the bad account, Obama
must to know this cause and effect.
Secondly, today's question-bank of financial tsunami is not entirely bad debt from mortgages,
the 20-nation summit leaders also need to know the Chinese government to intervene against the
Japanese yen exchange rate and twist the market-law of foreign exchange it brought more serious
the consequences of what ?
In addition to the mortgage business, the Margin Deposit of scalp foreign exchange is a great
business in banks for another. In general, not to think that banks provide customers with Margin
Deposit of scalp foreign exchange only for gain the price difference of commerce, under the past
statistics, the customers of Margin Deposit of scalp foreign exchange account which 70-90% are losers,
the bank's Margin Deposit trade department have some financial experts, but also in the capital when
the solid to play a "market maker" role to earn even greater profits! However, the Chinese
government to intervene against the Japanese yen exchange rate of the twist of the law of the
foreign exchange market can be non-financial experts predict and that today's financial tsunami
from the question-bank more so at sovereignty-fund’s intervene and huge losses to be at sea.
Clearly, today's foreign exchange margin trading market has been basically in shock, some
banks simply the end of the Ministry of foreign exchange margin the first time. Original, the foreign
exchange margin trading market is an important place to retrieve scattered funds of the society’s
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middle, upper classes, if not this market, the flow of currency will be a serious decline, as a result,
employment and the currency’s quantification-relaxed environment can hardly viable.
A result of the above, the 20-nation summit to rectify the financial order must have the
following two important measures:
A. In addition to repurchase the bad debt of bank mortgage and to establish a
un-laissez-faire article for the mortgage loan;
B. To put in order that similar to China's sovereignty against the background of the
customer funds out of foreign exchange margin trading market;

II.

About to replace the existing reserve currency and
the quantification-easing of monetary policy

Chinese bank president was advocated to development a reserve currency of exceed sovereign
rights to replace the existing reserve currency the U.S. dollar is not realistic, Obama need not
annoyed, Chinese bank president was a childliker people, because the reserve currency must show
that there is movement of the market and value, could it wait the Chinese bank president how to find
an extraterrestrial being to assure for the reserve currency of exceed sovereign rights? Furthermore,
the 20-nation summit doesn't have to waste time for it.
Secondly, Obama pointed out that the U.S. economy chronic treatment drugs are NOT God's
mistake, God is the medicine the Federal Reserve Board to acquire treasury of 300 billion to one
trillion, 700 billion refund of Chinese treasury bonds, which is the number of Chinese migrant workers
which blood and sweat of long for thirty years accumulation of wealth it should be return to the people,
but regardless how to use the 700 billion funds by Chinese bank president, Bank of England (BOE)
governor to achieve the inflation objective of price stability and the quantification-easing of monetary
policy of European Central Bank (ECB), vice president can also be easing immediate to come true.
G20 should be to repair the financial system as a primary mission and avoid reviving the
global economy an enormous amount of money invested will be in vain.

III. Information on Obama’s emphasize on lowering
the medical cost
With regards to Obama’s emphasis on lowering the medical cost can effectively help to
reduce the national deficit, such problems will be the key agendas that the G20 summit leaders must
tackle it together.
How is it possible to reduce the medical healthcare expenditure? Well, here is a suggestion
for the attending G20 summit leaders to browse the United States Center for Disease Control (CDC)
website, and click on the latest news report of about the phthisis or the website is below:
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr5803a1.htm?s_cid=rr5803a1_e
The report of CDC was point out that：“ In the United States, the cost of hospitalization for
one XDR TB patient is estimated to average $483,000, approximately twice the cost for MDR TB
patients. Because of the limited responsiveness of XDR TB to available antibiotics, mortality rates
among patients with XDR TB are similar to those of TB patients in the preantibiotic era. ”
If under the tuberculosis day of 24/3/2007 that announced by director of public health office
of Hong Kong and admit the morbidity of tuberculosis in Hong Kong is approximately population
1% per year to compute, for America where there are more than 0.3 billion people, there are near 3
million cases of tuberculosis annually. Therefore, Americans wasted a huge sum of money
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annually on tuberculosis cases that total was outstrip 100 billion US dollars.
Why Hong Kong Government should be admitting the morbidity of tuberculosis and China
Government under this morbidity to compensate for Israel on Mar. of 2007? China Government’s
compensate no other than is a bribe! The purpose of bribe was to exchange Israelis Government to
abandon use my medical treatment of “washing-lung” to save pneumonia epidemic patient of Israel,
however, the broker of filthy trade are former president Bush and former Secretary of State Rice, the
leader of China was to violated the crime of opposed-mankind, simultaneously, the broker and
Israel premier as well shamefully and they must to face historical judge simultaneously!
The abovementioned which is mankind’s medical history’s most ignominious page, but the
customs change with the times, Sweden's prosecutor to announce a fact point out China
Government many times to bribe appraisal meeting of Nobel since 2006year on December 18, 2008.
A Cambridge student shoe-throwing to China premier in address on Feb. 02, 2009 that was to
shown the world’s discuss because the China government through the bribe to concealed medicine
invent that was to be resentful extremely. In the same way, Obama’s inauguration address
warning to China Gov.
[...To those who cling to power through corruption and deceit and the
silencing of dissent, know that you are on the wrong side of history; but that we will extend a hand
if you are willing to unclench your fist]
The G20 summit leaders must realized the fact the Director-General of WHO Dr Margaret
Chan managed to assume office through Chinese government bribery act that helped her to secure
the position. Prior to her WHO appointment, Dr Margaret Chan was the Director of Health in Hong
Kong.
At the SARS phase of 2003year, she was very clear my medical treatment of
“washing-lung” is only the special efficacy for SARS, Bird Flu, phthisis and other malignant flu
and she was to accept to enforce the China Government’s order to use my medical treatment of
“washing-lung” to cure all SARS patient stealthily, then her many colleague to oppose this acts, she
was to persuade that:“ we have ‘secret order of centralization’, not afraid of!”, it is thus clear that
she is a stupid married woman of not have values and servility extremely.
Since Dr Margaret Chan was to assume WHO office, though her ‘secret order of
centralization’ to obtain the former President Bush’s endorsed and her tort skill very, very excellent ,
has she to popularize for every country that was unable to find out? G20 summit leaders must to
know, any to obtain China Government’s tort subsidies or compensate they are same the public
enemy of mankind civilization.
Besides, the Director-General of WHO Dr Margaret Chan who was only to conceal and
opposition my medical treatment of “washing-lung” thereupon hurried to recommend Tamiflu to
cure Bird Flu and other flu that was to lead to very, very much die case. For instance, I had to
sew a TV newsreel supply by US CDC through the Phoenix TV of China to sign for America
between China Government’s messages, the TV newsreel was point out the Tamiflu was no avail
current flu in America, the near future has near 100,000 flu patient already incurable die. Thus it
can be seen, G20 summit leaders must to urge International Court of Justice to look into the
criminal responsibility of China leader and Dr Margaret Chan.

IV.

Conclusion

1. The Chinese government interfering the yen exchange rate to destroy the order of the
foreign exchange market that is source of nowadays economic crisis, therefore, if G20
summit have a determination to rectify the banking order of world. It must restrict all the
fund of sovereign rights (especially China) to join the commerce of Margin Deposit of
scalp foreign exchange;
2. To develop the reserve currency of transcend sovereign rights is a fantasy and ignorant , if
５

repaying the 700 billion US national debts to Chinese government it will make the
inflation objective and quantification-easing of monetary policy it could be effective
immediately；
3. President Obama and other G20 summit leaders need not to tolerant the mischievous of
China government, because only by public and putting in use the medical treatment of
“washing-lung” it is only one a way of lower medical treatment cost! Besides, because
the former President of China Jiang Zemin is a abnormal and arrogant person, but he still
to grasp immense power, Obama’s goodwill to look forward that:“…we will extend a
hand if you are willing to unclench your fist.” already impossible! Therefore, G20
summit leaders cannot again to assist to conceal my medicine invent it only can be
worthy of life, national and history!

Thank you!
Yours faithfully,
Lin Zhen Man
Mar.31, 2009.
10 Ava Road Ava Tower # 19-07 Singapore 329949
Tel: 65 63533647 Fax: 65 62585636 Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg
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